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NGS data processing and analysis pipeline description 

1. Structure of the reads. All Illumina reads obtained in this study had the following structure:  

8-nt NGS index, 17-nt constant part 1 (CP1), 18-nt BC, 71-nt or 83-nt constant part 2 (CP2)*, 

8-nt region of interest (ROI), and 29-nt or 17-nt constant part 3 (CP3)*. Sequences of BCs 

and ROIs were not known a priori. 

*The CP2 and CP3 were of 71 and 29 nucleotides for the plasmid library-71 or 83 and 17 

nucleotides for the plasmid library-83. 

 

2. Demultiplexing of fastq files. Reads within each fastq file generated in this study were 

analyzed for the presence of the expected 8-nt NGS index sequences (no errors were allowed) 

at their beginnings. The exact sequences of the NGS indexes used are marked in bold within 

the sequences of Libr-AN-for primers provided in Table 3. Reads with identified NGS indexes 

were split into separate subsets according to their index sequences. Then, the indexes were 

trimmed from the reads of each subset. In the subsequent steps of data analysis, each subset 

of reads (belonging to a separate experimental replicate) was analyzed independently as 

described below. 

 

3. Identification of BC and ROI sequences. Reads were analyzed for the presence of (i) the 

17-nt CP1 (1 error was allowed), (ii) 18-nt BC, (iii) 71-nt or 83-nt CP2 (see above; 7 and 8 

errors were allowed, respectively), (iv) 8-nt ROI, (v) 29-nt or 17-nt CP3 (see above; 2 errors 

were allowed). The sequences of BC and ROI were not allowed to contain ambiguous 

nucleotides (“N” symbols). Only reads in which all these elements were identified were 

retained for the subsequent analysis. 

 

4. Identification of genuine BCs. Based on the BC sequences extracted from the reads, a set of 

genuine BCs was defined using an algorithm described previously [1]. Namely, at this step 

mutant versions of BCs (arisen due to PCR and/or NGS errors) that contain up to 2 nucleotide 

substitutions were identified and associated with the appropriate intact BCs. Each genuine BC 

supported by only 1 read was excluded from the subsequent analysis. 

 

5. Identification of genuine BC-ROI combinations. For each genuine BC, associated ROI 

sequences were extracted from reads carrying all BC variants and counted. A ROI sequence 

found in more than one half of the reads was considered as a genuine ROI. ROI sequences 

differing by 1 nucleotide from the genuine ROI were considered as its variations arisen due 
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to PCR and/or NGS errors, whereas all other ROI sequences were considered to be a result of 

chimeric PCR (for details, see Additional file 3). Only BCs coupled to genuine ROIs were 

counted in the subsequent calculations. 

 

6. Calculation of proportion of chimeric BC-ROI combinations. First, for each genuine 

barcode, the proportion of reads with chimeric ROI sequences was calculated (for details, see 

Additional file 3). Next, the values obtained for all genuine BCs were averaged to get a single 

characteristic value for each experimental replicate. 
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